
From growing small businesses to enterprise workloads, Lenovo servers offer 

unmatched value, flexibility & industry-leading efficiency with Intel® Xeon® Scalable 

processors to meet critical demands. 

We take care of I.T. So you can take care of business | Call us on 1800 433 272 

Simplify your Data Centre 
environment with Lenovo, Today.

Powered by 
3rd Gen Intel® 

Xeon® Scalable 
processors

INTEL® XEON® PROCESSORS

Introducing the 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors, a 

balanced architecture that delivers built-in AI acceleration and 

advanced security capabilities, which allow you to place your 

workloads securely where they perform best-from edge to cloud.



Accomplish more for less with savings 

on ThinkSystem servers. 

Ranked Number 1 in reliability, 8 years 
running (ITIC)*.

Lenovo TruScale Infrastructure Services provides 

the greatest freedom to control your budget and 

business priorities. Gain peace of mind knowing 

you’re getting the latest and most efficient 

hardware environments tailored to your specific 

business needs.

DISCOVER SOME OF OUR TOP 
THINKSYSTEMS:

Minimal Upfront Costs

On-Prem Security and Control

Reduced risk

Flexibility & Scalability

Full Maintenance, Support & 
Management

Lenovo TruScale

Lenovo 
ThinkSystem

Why choose Lenovo TruScale?

End-to-end solutions and 
services at any scale

Reliable technology to deliver 
real insights

A trusted partner every step of 
the way

Lenovo is a trusted partner for 
your IT infrastructure
Lenovo dramatically accelerate organisations, 

improve industries, and solve humanity's 

greatest challenges with:

Purpose-built edge 

computer server.

ThinkSystem ST50 
Rack Server

Affordable, efficient 

enterprise power in 1u.

ThinkSystem SR250 
Rack Server

The compact, affordable and 

Optimal First Server.

ThinkSystem ST50 
Tower Server

Find the solution that’s right for you 
at lenovo.com | 1800 433 272
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Did you know that the Windows Server 2008 is no 

long supported? If you have an outdate server your 

business runs the risk of being completely supported 

and unprotected leaving the following at risk:

For more information, please call 12 LENOVO, or visit lenovo.com/au/en/business/benefits for business pricing 
on PC’s, Servers and Software 

Lack of security updates mean new 

vulnerabilities will not be fixed.

DATA

Typically, data compliancy requires businesses to 

take appropriate steps to prevent data breaches. 

DATA COMPLIANCE

Can you risk not 
upgrading?

Lenovo can provide your business cutting edge 

IT through customised solutions. Lenovo offers 

an open server, storage, networking and system 

management portfolio that seamlessly integrates 

with your environment to:

Reduce Costs 

Empower & Protect

Focus on growth

Solutions for you

LenovoPRO is more than just a  
place to shop. 

Become a member to get 1:1 support from our 

specialists, who are here to help with all your 

tech needs – whether it involves PC hardware, 

SaaS, server or storage solutions.

Join the PROs

Uptime and reliability are critical to efficient data centers and successful companies. Unplanned downtime can cost businesses up to $300K per hour. It’s why our #1 goal is to be #1 in reliability. 
Lenovo servers achieved the highest levels of “five nines” or 99.999% reliability among all mainstream server hardware platforms.

UPGRADE TODAY

Find the solution that’s right for you 
at lenovo.com | 1800 433 272
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